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DATE TIME Summary of Activity

Inkosi 

Mjwayeli Gr 

3's 

Meadowsweet 

Primary Choir

Celimfundo 

Primary Choir

Celimfundo Gr 

3's

24-Jan 9:15 45min

We started with actions and repeating sentences, such as "touch 

my head", "touch my knees", this lead into the song "head, 

shoulders, knees and toes" which the students were familiar with. 

We then moved onto "If you happy and you know it" finishing off 

with "Twinkle twinkle little star" The pronunciations of "shoulders" 

and "diamond" were corrected.

28-Jan 9:30 45min

We started with scales sung up each interval of C, using Solfa, to 

warm up. This also helped the students decide if they felt more 

comfortable singing as Sopranoes or altoes. We then started 

with "Fight song" we managed to sing to the end of the chorus 

with part singing.

29-Jan 8:30 1hr

We started with actions and repeating sentences, such as "touch 

my head", "touch my knees", this lead into the song "head, 

shoulders, knees and toes" which the students were familiar with. 

We then moved onto "If you happy and you know it" finishing off 

with "Twinkle twinkle little star" The pronunciations of "shoulders" 

and "diamond" were corrected. The students were familiar with 

all the songs.

31-Jan 8:45 1hr

We started with Solfa warm up with hand signs. We then sang 

high and low sounds. I then taught the students 3 new songs. 

Firstly "Slippery fish" then onto "He's got the whole world in his 

hands" I asked the students to give me examples of wild animals, 

one of the classes struggled to give me ideas. We then 

substituted 'all of the mommy's" with "all of the lions" etc. We 

ended off with "4 little monkeys jumping on the bed" which the 

students quite enjoyed.

Charlotte Bower



31-Jan 10:00 30mins

We started with Solfa warm up with hand signs. We tried to shift 

the students into Sopranoes and altoes, but they did not 

understand what that meant. I made them glissando up and 

down to hear high and low sounds. We then attempted "Fight 

song" to the end of the chorus with the part singing, this proved 

to be a little difficult with so many students. I also did point out 

some boys that were droning to the teacher.


